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History. DK was founded as a book-packaging company by Christopher Dorling and Peter Kindersley in
London in 1974, and in 1982 moved into publishing. The first book published under the DK name was a First
Aid Manual for the British voluntary medical services; this book established the company's distinctive visual
style of copiously illustrated text on a glossy white background.
Dorling Kindersley - Wikipedia
.dk is the country code top-level domain (ccTLD) for Denmark.The supervision of the .dk top-level domain is
handled exclusively by DK Hostmaster. Any new .dk domain name has to be applied for via an approved
registrar.
.dk - Wikipedia
Anaxagoras of Clazomenae (a major Greek city of Ionian Asia Minor), a Greek philosopher of the 5 th century
B.C.E. (born ca. 500â€“480), was the first of the Presocratic philosophers to live in Athens. He propounded a
physical theory of â€œeverything-in-everything,â€• and claimed that nous (intellect or mind) was the motive
cause of the cosmos. He was the first to give a correct explanation of ...
Anaxagoras (Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy)
Bibliography Texts. The standard scholarly edition of the ancient evidence concerning the views of the
Presocratic philosophers is Diels-Kranzâ€™ work (cited as DK): H. Diels and W. Kranz, Die Fragmente der
Vorsokratiker, 6 th edition, Berlin: Weidmann, 1951. A fuller presentation of the evidence for Democritus, with
commentary in Russian: Solomon Luria, Demokrit, Leningrad, 1970.
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